) and a higher proportion were formerly considered difficult subjects for positional of epilepsy in children. However, the types of malformacloning, technical limitations are rapidly vanishing. With tions seen are highly variable in any given series of genetic maps of ever-higher density, gene identification patients studied, because the malformations are heterofrom small pedigrees or even single individuals with inforgeneous genetically, and because each malformation is mative chromosomal rearrangements has become possiindividually rare (typically occurring in Ͻ1/10,000 peoble. But the richness of the genetics remains the cardinal ple). Consequently, collection of sufficient numbers of feature of the human brain: human cortical malformapatients with a specific malformation for genetic studies tions are frequently "genetically heterogeneous," meantypically requires widespread, international collaboing that more than one gene can cause a similar or ration. identical phenotype when mutated. This property, forThe mechanisms of genes that cause human malformerly regarded as a major technical nuisance (because mations have traditionally been roughly inferred from it complicates gene mapping studies), now appears as the locus of the malformation, but this information is a golden opportunity to sketch out genetic pathways increasingly being supplanted by more complete analythat can be fleshed out by in vitro studies and animal sis in mouse models. Since neurons destined for the models.
births (Rasmussen et al., 1996) . At least 12 chromosomal regions on 11 chromosomes have been implicated as HPE loci by either chromosomal anomalies or in some cases by linkage analysis (Golden, 1998 ; Ming and Muenke, 1998), suggesting the potential for a remarkable genetic dissection of a dramatic morphogenetic event.
So far, two HPE genes have been identified in humans, and there is preliminary evidence for three more. HPE3 (chromosome 7q36) is caused by heterozygous mutations in the sonic hedgehog gene (SHH) . SHH encodes a secreted protein required for ventral induction throughout the neuraxis, as well as for positional specification in the limb and elsewhere (Goodrich and Scott, 1998). Engineered mutations in Shh in mice show a remarkably similar holoprosencephalic phenotype in homozygotes (Chiang et al., 1996), though unlike the human phenotypes there is no heterozygote phenotype in mice. Other HPE genes are likely to be involved in SHH signaling, and preliminary evidence suggests that one such gene is PATCHED, which encodes a likely receptor and downstream target for SHH cholesterol metabolism, the Smith-Lemli-Optiz syndrome, is associated with HPE (Kelley et al., 1996) and has been postulated to interfere with the steroid modifithey are nonetheless common parlance. Unfortunately, cation required for normal SHH signaling. many human syndromes were first described a century Whereas the known properties of SHH made it an ago by pathologists, before genetics or neurobiology obvious candidate gene for HPE, genetics offers the was well established. Hence, terminology is generally advantage of allowing one to identify unexpected genes imprecise and in Greek, with the classification of many with the same phenotype. A second HPE locus on chrocortical disorders relying on descriptions of the altermosome 13q32 has recently been shown to reflect ations in the patterns of gyri and sulci, since these are mutations in ZIC2, a human homolog of the Drosophila most readily visible radiographically or at postmortem odd-paired gene (Brown et al., 1998) that encodes a examination. However, since the advent of disease gene homeodomain-containing transcription factor. ZIC2 is cloning, it has been recognized that there is an imperfect preferentially expressed in the dorsal region of the neural correlation between abnormal patterns of gyration and tube and in the developing extremity and defines the specific histological structures or genetic conditions:
fates of neural cells in cooperation with the transcription mutations in the same gene can cause a range of gyral factor Gli3 (Brown et al., 1998). Thus, although it can be abnormalities, and a given gyral pattern can be caused imagined that ZIC2 operates somewhere downstream by more than one gene. Recently, efforts have been of SHH, it certainly provides a new entry point into the made to systematize the classification of cortical malformolecular specification of the forebrain. Other HPE mations (Barkovich et al., 1996) . The classifications used genes will likely produce additional surprises: there are in this article should not be considered definitive. Classipreliminary reports of two additional HPE genes-the fications will improve as better morphological informatranscription factors SIX3 and TGIF-that are not known tion becomes available, and as genes underlying speto be targets of SHH ( hemispheres to form the choroid plexus, a specialized vascular structure within the adult lateral ventricles that secretes the cerebral spinal fluid. Thus, these midline cells undergo widespread migration, rearrangement, and repression of neural fates, and BMPs seem to be likely candidates to mediate many of these effects, given their known roles in dorsal patterning and the repression of neural differentiation. It is somewhat paradoxical about HPE that the defects in ventral specification that produce the midline defects and cyclopia also result in a failure of the dorsal invagination and separation of the two cerebral hemispheres. Perhaps ZIC2 is especially important to this dorsal invagination.
Disorders of Cell Fate, Proliferation, and Specification
Schizencephaly Schizencephaly represents a cleft, unilateral or bilateral, extending from the pial surface of the cortex all the way to the ventricular surface (Barkovich and Kjos, 1992b). The term is used more commonly in the radiographic literature, while neuropathologists prefer the term porencephaly, to refer to essentially an absence of cortex where cortex belongs (Friede, 1975) . Typically, the sides of the cleft are lined with cortex that contains numerous small gyri, or "polymicrogyria" (Figures 2a and 2b) . Schizencephaly/porencephaly is quite variable and is undoubtedly causally heterogeneous. Some cases show an otherwise fairly normal cortex and mild clinical symptoms (usually seizures or cognitive difficulties). In other cases, there is a generalized malformation of the cortex accompanied by severe mental retardation and seizures (Barkovich and Kjos, 1992b). Schizencephaly was classically regarded as a vascular condition, perhaps reflecting in utero vascular insufficiency (Barkovich and Kjos, 1992b), and there is very convincing evidence for a vascular cause of some cases of schizencephaly disorder with a high rate of spontaneous mutations. Tumors, cysts, and other malformations (called hamartomas) occur in many tissues, including kidney, bone, skin, and heart (Kwiatkowski and Short, 1994). In the six-layered cortex is thickened and disordered ("dysbrain, there are two striking malformations. In the cortiplastic"), characterized by very large, filament-rich neucal gray matter, there are "cortical tubers," otherwise rons and bizarre, enlarged glia-like cells. The dysplasias also contain giant cells referred to as "balloon cells" called focal dysplasias (Figure 3a) , 1995) , is genital myopathy, muscle-eye-brain disease (MEB) is completely different from classical lissencephaly seen especially commonly diagnosed in Finland, evidently with PAFAH1B1 or DCX mutations. In cobblestone lisrepresenting another founder effect. MEB shows patsencephaly, the entire structure of the cortical mantle terns of cobblestone lissencephaly and cerebellar malis effaced (Figures 4a-4c ). The precise location of the formation that are generally more severe and widepial surface is difficult to ascertain because the pia is spread than FCMD (Barkovich, 1998). Thought at one disrupted and discontinuous, but fragments of the pia time to be allelic to FCMD because it is also similarly can be found Rivas and Hatten, 1995) . This second Genetic analysis of human cortical development has phase of neuronal migration has the most similarity to already yielded up several genes that are clearly critical the translocation of nuclei that characterizes Aspergilto the normal development of the cortex. Disorders aflus, and it may be that the neuronal migration proteins fecting virtually every stage of neuronal development (PAFAH1B1 and DCX) that interact with microtubules have been identified: from regional specification, to celorchestrate this second process of neuronal migration. lular proliferation and fate determination, to migration, However, improved mechanistic studies, as well as the and through postmigratory development (though the identification of additional interacting genes, await the last phase was not a subject of this review). Gene cloning further development of animal models in flies and mice. has provided a wealth of genes to study-both confirmation of genes that we already knew were important to flies or mice and novel genes that potentially guide our 
